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Abstract—Cloning of Code is effective way of identifying the faults in the software, code duplication has been a wide research area in the field of software engineering to identify clones and analysis the clones. Clones software is a region of source which give use to identify high similarity. The region of identity is named clones.

Cloning of software is the regions in identifying the similarities in a software code, an identification of duplicate in a code are called clones, class clones, or pair clones. In our paper, we present a fusion method based on metric with a combination of text method in detection of clones and reporting it is proposed. The work of proposed is categorized into two different stages, selection of clone potential and clone potential comparing based on text comparison. The technique of proposed is detected using clones exact basis on match metric and text matches.

Keywords — code clone, Hybrid, Textual clones, Functional clone.

I. INTRODUCTION

Clone codes are studied in the past for a long period and there has been an evidence of finding majority of faults in the software. The duplication of code has been vigorously studied in the area of software engineering in find clones of software with the area of clone analysis.

Clones in software source code has become the highest similar in the area of research, the region of duplication is called clone identification.

Code cloning in software is the regions where code is found with high similarity; the region of duplicate are called clones, class clones and pair clones. There may be various ways in which the two parts of code may be similar, majority of the researcher from the literature state that copying of the code from one to another is done intentionally by the programmer for rapid development of applications which leads to problem of code, clone can also occur due to the inclusive of libraries based on the framework which is proposed in the tool.

A clone in the software aspect has created new paradigms in software evolution. If a system has been evolved, the clones related to it have to be known based on the changes made consistently. Cloning is a strategic change that has evolved in a software. In recent, various type of code cloning techniques have been developed in empirical comparasion and for checking the percentage of clones occurred in a software.

Works of cloning will increase the lines of code without give the productivity of software. It also result in excessive cost of maintenance. Along with that it also increase the negative impact like increase in complexity and length, which lead to difficult in editing the code, increase in human error and also increase in maintenance cost. Forgetting and code overlook will increase the size of the code, it also re-duplicates the code error which leads to increase in error and decrease in efficiency.

Code clone identification

Code clone identification will serve major purpose like study of evolution of clones, detection of plagiarism and performance, factor of extraction procedure and refactoring, detection of faults and repair. Earlier studies have shown and stated in finding the identical clones, or clones which are similar in textual data via literals, identifiers and transformation state variable. Likewise identification of code which are not similar but no occurance of identify in code are not often in practice such factors has much importance in finding and identifying segment of code in the program.

The classification of clones is done under two categories namely Functional clones and textual clones. We have found that number of developers have studied the techniques of finding clones and written various approaches for clone detection in software based on certain programs. Very few of them have followed approaches like Approach of Textual, Token-based approach, semantic approach and syntactic approach.
II. CLONE DETECTION PROCESS

Clone detection process involves several steps that are:

- Pre-processing
- Transformation
- Extraction
- Normalization
- Match-detection
- Formatting
- Post-processing
- Aggregation

III. RELATED WORK

P. Batta[1] stated that detection of clones are done based on duplicate code clones in an applications. The clones in the program will create a bug in certain segments of the software when a code is duplicated. The objective of proposed work is to develop and design a fusion based technique which detects clones in web based applications on internet. This model will provide an automatic approach of clone detection.

N. Selahmat Ali [2] suggested and proposed a mapping technique which is used to identify the number of source code clones occur in webpages as the pages get duplicated. He first designed an ontology and map technique which are used to identify and detect clones in various web based files which are available in various types of systems.

Deissenbeck, F [3] specified the reasons and harm that is caused by code cloning and the solution which are used to detect those clones. He also suggest the challenges and present problems are occur in real time code clones. He developed a tool which evaluated the code cloning and provides a percentage of occurs of duplicated code and gives the percentage assurance of quality.

Roy Chancel, K [4] developed a framework which coherently detects clones in software and also provides the art of detection of clones based on comparison qualitative methods which show the range of percentage of duplication occurred in code and its dangerous effect on the software.

Kawaguchent, S [5] proposed a reliability study on the duplication of code and suggested that code cloning in software is the major drawback which causes the failure of software dynamically and also increase the cost of software maintenance.

Nguyen, H [6] suggested a approach of structure programming in detection of clones, which have become more popular in model base detection of clones and code based detection. He compared these method with structured based clone method and computed that his method suggest best in detection of duplicate code.

ONTOGRAPHY METRIC FOR CODE CLONING

Ontology Metric in Software code cloning - The ontology for code cloning metric mainly depends on metric values

Source code, Count measure, Normalized code, Calculate metric, Compare metric, Value match, Clone detection, No clone detection, MetCout, MetStmt, MetMCC, MetNLUD, MerVar, Depth, CountInput, CountOutput, CountPath, CountStmtDecl, CountStmtExe
The ontology develop will measure the quality of the code cloning algorithm base on the metric. the reason for developing this ontology is to measure the efficiency of the code cloning algorithm the ontology of metric specify the combination are calculated using tools, there are certain tools available for metric calculation. This ontology metric will provide the efficiency of the software, which is based on detecting library candidate, software compacting size, understanding code, malicious software and usage patterns.

FIGURE 2 Ontology Metric for Code Clone Detection

IV. OBJECTIVE AND METHODOLOGY OF THE WORK

The major objective of study is to develop a software clone detection method which is very much compatible to various languages code and also to web based objection oriented platform too i.e web based applications and Java base like html, php, asp and Jsp.

The proposed method has certain objectives to be achieved, with the inclusive of fusion approach in finding the clones in various programming languages of code and also find the level of clones that are occurred using software measure metric like number of lines of code, complexity cycle, procedure calls, operators, operands number, number of variables and etc. these are verified within the two applications and are compared with the clone metric for performance evaluation. If the match is found apply comparison of textual i.e the source file which are opened are checked line by line for the detection of duplicate code; if there is an occurrence of match generate a report for each line stating the line which is cloned, number of same occurrences and frequency, percentage of clone and reflection to the software code.

Performance Metrics

The metric of performance will give and test the occurred clones in both the files. The comparison is done based on the clone potential and the occurrence

Performance metrics gives the identification of potential clone in both the testing files. If there is existence of some potential clone then only we can do the textual line by line comparison of the two files. If there is no common performance metrics that means; there is no potential clone and we don’t go for the textual comparison. This will save the time and gives efficient results.

There are several parameters that are used in the code clone detection techniques. Some of these parameters are LOC: No of lines in code, Public Variables, Private Variables, Protected Variables, Public Functions, Private Functions, Protected functions, If statements, Loop Statements, Redirect statements
The proposed Clone detection algorithm:

![Flow chart for Detection of Possible Clone](image)

Figure 3 : Flow chart for Detection of Possible Clone

Software description:
The tool is developed using Java Beans. Net Beans provides an open source for development and dedication of software product. i.e NetBeans, this product is used to develop applications very rapidly by the users, developers based on the need of the business customers. It also provides an effective an easy way of developing internet based application on java platform which strength the product and also revels the standards of the industry.

V. RESULTS

The web applications files for clone detection are chosen as follows

![Application for Web Application Source](image)

Figure 3 : Application for Web Application Source
In figure 3 the web applications are first chosen for identification of clones in software, then the parameter metric of both the files are considered and are calculated with the inclusive of: total number of lines in code, variables of private, variable of public, variable of protected, loops, if statements, private functions, public functions, protected functions, keywords, input and outputs statements, expression and operators.

![Metric Parameters](image)

Figure 4 shows the parameter metric of two application of both the files in identification of clones.

![Clones](image)

Figure 5: Choosing the second web application file to test for clone

Showing the detected clones from the 2 uploaded files and the clone parameters.
The above setting is based on clone’s detection in uploading 2 files and percentage of clone identification using
detector clone tool.

Results are based on comparing technique of proposed with that of existing detector clone tool, which is used
for testing asp.net which is based on web files. Detection of clones is done based on metric performance and
the ability of potential occurred in clones. Our approach will give only the detect the lines of dependency in
code and LOC line and will compare with the textual and generate the percentage of clones in the software and
also give the time taken for detection of clones. This approach is very much effective in comparison of large
files of software in finding the percentage of clones effectively.

VI. CONCLUSION

Code duplication is a process of phenomenon in large system software. These are caused many software
engineering who copy and paste the functionality of the code from one software to another.

The main reason for clone existence in programming code is easy to copy and fragment the code easier, simpler
and fast process in development of code instead of building from scratch. A time it is difficult to write the
program based on the logic, so it is very easier to implement the existing or available code functionality. So
duplication of code is increase based on size and form, so it is very difficult for maintenance of code and
comprehension difficult in execution process.

In fusion approach based on metric technique along with combination with text technique in detection and
reporting done on clones has been proposed. This work has been categorized into 2 stages, first the clone
potential selection and its comparison based on textual information. This technique uses exact detection of
clones based on the match of metric and has been compared with text matching
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